We apply correlation analysis of chemical bonds (CACB) to simple organic reaction paths. CACB, an operatorbased formalism for analyzing the electronic structure for molecule, clarifies how bond exchange processes relate to changes in covalent bond orders and bond interaction coefficients. For single bond-exchange processes, the bonds correlation typically is negative for interchanging bonds. For two bond-exchange processes, this coefficient can be either negative or slightly positive near zero, reflecting the nature of the bond exchange process. The simplest formalism can, sometimes, lead to unphysical values for the atomic valence and the bonds correlation coefficients. We analyzed the origin of this behavior and attributed it to the non-Hermitian property of the operator. We show how to avoid this problem by symmetrizing the operator through use of orthogonal atomic orbitals.
Introduction
The advances in quantum chemistry now provide chemical accuracy for the geometry, energies, and other properties of molecules. Indeed, it has become routine to obtain accurate energetics for reaction rates and solvation energies. In some cases, the predictions have been used to conceive new synthetic routes and design new catalysts. Despite these advances, interpretation of the wave function in terms of such simple concepts as atomic valence and bond crossing in reactions still lags far behind. Theoretical approaches to extracting the underlying chemical concept out of the immense amount of data output from such computations are scarce and unpersuasive. Since such chemical concepts are essential and indispensable to the reasoning about molecular properties and chemical reactivities, it is important to find ways of using rigorous quantum mechanical analyses to extract such chemical concepts. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Quantum mechanical observables are associated with Hermitian operators. With a given wave function, the physical quantity is readily determined by computing the expectation value for the operator. On the other hand, empirical chemical concepts, such as the charge on an atom or the bond order on a molecule, are not necessarily associated with such operator representations. Rather, these concepts have been developed empirically over the history of chemistry to provide insight and relationship into complicated chemical phenomena.
Several attempts have been made to express the electronic structure of a molecule by an operator-based description, 1, [3] [4] [5] including the correlation analysis of chemical bonds (CACB). 1 In the CACB formalism, the electronic character of a molecule (including its chemical reactivity) is expressed by a hierarchy of operators which begins with the atomic charge operator. This hierarchy includes the chemical bond operator and the bonds correlation operator, where each operator is defined in terms of the statistical covariance of the previous operator. Here the bonds correlation relates to bond exchange processes of chemical reactions. Thus, atomic, bond, and reactivity concepts are described by a consistent algebraic structure of operators.
Previously, we presented the CACB methodology with applications to simple organic and inorganic molecules. As CACB begins with the atomic charge operator, the whole description of electronic structure depends on the choice of the charge operator. This operator could be taken as the Mulliken charge operator or as the natural atomic orbitals (NAO) charge operator, or as some other operator that leads to intuitively useful charges. The criterion for which operator is best may be based on distribution of bonds and bonds correlations and how they change in various chemical processes.
In this paper we discuss the importance of using a Hermitian charge operator to obtain physically meaningful results for chemical reactions. Section 3 demonstrates the problem that can occur from using non-Hermitian charge operators. Section 4 applies the CACB hierarchical descriptive scheme for the analysis of several chemical reaction paths.
Overview of the Method
The details of the CACB methodology were presented previously. 1 Here we will summarize the formalism and definitions.
We start with a definition of the atomic charge, Q A , as the expectation value of an atomic charge operator, q A , such that the values of Q A correspond reasonably well to common concepts.
The bra (〈) and ket (〉) denote 〈HF| and |HF〉, respectively. The formalism can be applied to general wave functions, but we consider only single determinants here. A particular form of the atomic charge operator is the Mulliken charge operator, which yields Mulliken gross atomic populations upon summa-
tion over the atomic orbitals on A.
The creation and annihilation operators satisfy the commutation relations in which employs a mixed covariant and contravariant basis (〈a|b h〉 ) δ ab ) since atomic orbitals are generally nonorthogonal [for orthogonal atomic orbitals, a ) a j]. 11 A second choice for defining the atomic charge operator leads to NAO charges. 6 The NAO charge operator is preferred over the Mulliken charge operator for use with CACB formalism, 1 since NAO provides an orthogonal AO set with core (c A ) and valence (V A ) functions well localized on each atom. 6 Given the atomic charge operator, the bond order operator, Î AB , is defined as the covariance of the charge operators for centers A and B, 3b,4bc where R ) -2. Here R is a multiplicative scale factor for normalizing the units. The bond order, I AB , is obtained as the expectation value of the bond order operator, Î AB , Letting A ) B in eq 5 but using a scale factor of 2 leads to the atomic valence for the atom, 4bc,9a
The bonds correlation operator, γ AB,CD , is defined as the covariance of the bond operators for bonds AB and CD, where ) [cov(Î AB , Î AB )‚cov(Î CD , Î CD )] 1/2 . The bonds correlation coefficient, γ AB,CD , is the expectation value of γ AB,CD , These coefficients for charge (Q A ), bond order (I AB ), valence (V A ), and bonds correlation (γ AB,CD ) lead to a hierarchical description of the electronic structure for atoms, molecules, and reactions.
Non-Hermitian Problem with Mulliken Charge Operator
Using the Mulliken type charge operator (eq 2), we found that the bonds correlation coefficient sometimes gives unphysical values resulting from a negative self-covariance, cov(Î AB , Î AB ) and hence, a γ AB,CD exceeding the range of -1 to 1. This presumably results from the non-Hermitian nature in the operator. This problem can be illustrated with the computation of atomic valence, V A (eq 7 and 8).
V A is expected to be positive for Hermitian q A . However, the Mulliken type atomic charge operator (eq 2) sometimes leads to negative V A .
For instance, we present results in Table 1 for two H -anions interacting at very close distances. The first column shows that V A values computed using the Mulliken q A are negative. We consider that this problem stems from the very definition of q A , which is not Hermitian, 12 We note, however, that the expectation values are the same for q A and q A † where In eq 14, C i,a and C i a denote covariant and contravariant coefficients for ith molecular orbital, respectively, and n i is its occupation number.
To understand the non-Hermitian origin problem, we consider the total charge operator, which is Hermitian, Here N denotes the sum over the entire atomic orbital space (all atoms in the molecule). Equation 15 will be converted to the adjoint representation as follows:
Here S ab , S ab , and S a b denote components of overlap matrix in covariant (S), contravariant (S -1 ), and mixed representations, respectively. In eq 16, the summation on a, i.e. ∑ a N , must be complete so that ∑ a N S a1a S aa 2 gives δ a1a2 . In the atomic charge operator the summation on a, i.e. ∑ a A , is not complete and thus q A is not Hermitian.
We can avoid the negative covariance problem by using a symmetrized atomic charge operator, θ A , leading to the form The V A value using eq 18 is presented in the θ A column of Table 1 , where we note that it is always positive. However, the form of the θ A operator need not define a valence that corresponds to our intuition. Thus, the computed V A values deviate in this case significantly from rational values.
The non-Hermitian problem could be avoided by using orthogonal atomic orbitals since q A becomes symmetric by definition. Our choice is to use the NAO developed by Weinhold et al. 5 The results of using NAOs are presented in the third column of Table 1 . In this case, the V A values are all positive and approach zero as the distance between two H -ions increases. Thus, for CACB calculations, the use of the NAO charge operator is more rigorous than the use of the Mulliken charge operator. Another example showing the problem with non-Hermitian operators is given next.
CACB along the Reaction Path
In this section, we study the change in bond orders and bonds correlation coefficients along the reaction path for various systems, with the results in Figures 1-7 . We employed the HF wave function and carried out CACB along the intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRC). 13 In the following, the CACB properties have been computed using the NAO charge operator unless otherwise stated. Ab initio calculations were carried out at the HF/6-31G** level of theory using the Gaussian 94 program. 14 a. H + D 2 f HD + D. The hydrogen exchange reaction in Figure 1 is the prototypical bond exchange process, 15 where D is used to help discriminate the hydrogens. Figure 1a shows the energy and bond order profiles along the IRC, and Figure  1b shows the corresponding changes in the bonds correlation coefficients. The bond order changes in Figure 1a illustrate that the forming bond and the breaking bond exchange almost synchronously in the course of the reaction, with I AB (1) ) I AB -(2) ≈ 0.5 at the transition state (TS). The bonds correlation between these bonds becomes most negative (γ ) -0.173) also at the TS. The corresponding energy barrier is computed to be 17.9 kcal/mol at the UHF/6-31G** level.
For this reaction, the two end hydrogens have partial bonding interactions [I AB (3) ) 0.051 at the TS]. This bond is involved in the coupling of the interchanging bonds (1 and 2) and contributes to maintain the total bond order. The figure shows that the total bond order is conserVed throughout the reaction, slightly exceeding the value of one at the TS (ΣI AB ) 1.124). Since the reaction is covalent by nature, the nonnegligible activation barrier (17.9 kcal/mol) must be explained by certain loss of the total bond order due to the antibonding effect. Thus the increase of the bond order at TS reflects the tendency of the Mayer bond index 3,4 (based on the NAO) to slightly overestimate the bond orders for hypervalent situations such as TS, without including the antibonding effects. Even so, we find that this bond operator leads to useful quantitative characterizations of covalent bond exchange processes. Figure 2 presents the result for the same reaction with the Mulliken charge operator. Figure 2a shows that the Mulliken charge operator gives bond orders slightly smaller than the NAO charge operator. Consequently, the total bond order decreases slightly below one at the TS, giving an intuitively better picture than NAO. However, the Mulliken charge operator leads to a significant dependence of calculated CACB properties on the basis set being used. 1, 16 Figure 2b shows another problem with the Mulliken charge operator. The correlation coefficients show unphysical behavior, exceeding 1.0 for interactions γ(1,3) and γ(2,3) at |R| = 1. This results from the non-Hermitian form of the bond order operator which arises in turn from the non-Hermitian atomic charge operator. Figure 3 shows the same reaction profile using the Löwdin orthogonalized AO charge operator. Here we see that the unphysical behavior in the Mulliken operator is corrected by this symmetrization of the charge operator.
Generally NAO has the advantage over the Löwdin AOs by preserving locality in atomic orbitals and giving consistent results for extended basis sets. 1, 6, 16 Thus, we choose to use the NAO charge operator in the CACB formalism.
b. H 2 + D 2 f 2HD. The H 2 + D 2 reaction in Figure 4 describes the symmetry-forbidden 2s+2s reaction where two bonds break and two other bonds form in one step. 17, 18 We optimized the D 4h TS structure at the HF level using the 6-31G** basis. The singlet RHF wave function has an energy higher than the triplet in the vicinity of the TS. Thus, we used a spin polarized UHF wave function for geometry optimization and for the CACB analysis. Although the UHF wave function has triplet contamination at the TS (〈S 2 〉 ) 1.144), it gives a proper description of bond orders and bonds correlations, leading to continuous behavior along the reaction path. Figure 4a clearly illustrates that there is only one bonding interaction at the TS. Thus, the total bond order is not conserved, decreasing from 2.000 (initial) to 1.053 (TS), and the corresponding energy barrier is 136.3 kcal/mol (UHF/6-31G**). 
Consequently, the reaction is forbidden. The loss of virtually one bond order comes from the Pauli principle which does not allow four 1s electrons occupying two mutually orthogonal bonding states at a four-membered TS. In the bond picture, the forming bonds (3 and 4) cannot develop until the breaking bonds (1 and 2) have effectively broken. This leads to a significant increase in the total energy as the two closed-shell electrons come close to each other. Such an antibonding effect is important for proper understanding of the energetics, 19 but the current bond operator only includes covalent bonding effect.
(The bond order approaches to zero for both nonbonding and antibonding.) In this picture, the asynchronous bond exchange can be characterized by the intersecting two curves at the TS with much less than half of the original bond order. The corresponding plot for bonds correlation coefficients in Figure 4b shows that bond exchange coefficients change quite suddenly in the vicinity of the TS as the triplet state mixes to the singlet state. The important bond-bond interactions are between the forming and breaking bonds [γ (1,3), γ(1,4), γ(2,3) , and γ(2,4)], leading to negative correlation at the vicinity of the TS (minimum at TS is -0.296). These coefficients remain zero until very close to the TS, indicating no bond-interchange is allowed for these bonds. The magnitude of the negative coupling is larger in this case than in allowed reaction case (H 2 Figure 5 shows the case of an allowed two-bond exchange process. 20 The bond order and energy profiles in Figure 5 are very different from that in Figure 4 . In this case, we have four interchanging bonds (1 to 4) and a weak spectator bond (5). Figure 5 shows that the bond exchange process is perfectly synchronous without any loss of total bond order, ΣI AB . Important bond-bond interactions in this case include adjacent 3-centered correlation, γ (1,4), γ(2,3),  γ(1,3), γ(2,4), and parallel correlation γ(1,2), γ(3,4) . The bonds correlation between interchanging bonds [γ (1,4), γ(2,3), γ(1,3),  γ(2,4) ] takes mostly constant value from the beginning to the end. These coefficients are γ (1,4), γ(2,3) ) -0.082; γ (1,3) ) 0.039; and γ(2,4) ) 0.002 at TS. These small values suggest that the major bond exchanges, (1,4), (2,3), (1,3), and (2,4), take place quite independently. Interpretating the sign of γ(I,J) literally, we may write the real bond exchange only between the Ti-hydrogen and hydrogen-hydrogen bonds. Reflecting such bond-bond coupling effects, the bond order profile in Figure 5a shows that the bond exchange between 1 and 3 is ahead synchronous (intersects above half of original bond order).
Bonds correlation effects having significant negative value are those with bond 5. The positive couplings between the forming bonds γ(3,4) and γ(1,2) near the TS work effectively to maintain the total bond order.
Comparing the snapshots of the bond exchange coefficients for H 4 and TiCl 2 H 3 + at the TS, the most characteristic difference is in the exchange coefficients for the adjacent bonds. Those coefficients are negative for H 4 (coupled) and rather neutral for TiCl 2 H 3 + (independent). In the forbidden case, the coefficients remain near zero until the vicinity of the TS, and then change suddenly to substantial negative values. In the allowed reaction case, the coefficients change gradually and remain near zero through the course of the reaction. The independent simultaneous bond exchange is facilitated by the availability of empty orthogonal atomic orbitals (s 2 d 2 ) at the Ti center.
In Figure 6 we examine the hydrogen exchange reaction between two water molecules. The reaction is again of 2s+2s type, but the bonds involved here are polar O-H bonds. The reaction might be looked as a proton exchange process.
We optimized the C 2h TS structure and confirmed that the structure is a saddle point. The energy profile and the total bond order change in Figure 6 demonstrate that the process is of partially forbidden nature. The activation energy is 58.2 kcal/ mol measured from the two isolated water molecules and 62.6 kcal/mol from the dimer complex. Unlike the H 2 + D 2 case in section 4.b, the RHF wave function at the TS is stable with respect to the UHF wave function.
As is manifest from the bond order profile, the reaction is not a simple proton exchange process but rather an exchange of two covalent bonds. The bond profile is more similar to the H 2 + D and TiCl 2 H + + D 2 cases than to the H 2 + D 2 case. In this case, the bond orders of two breaking bonds, 1 and 2, are 0.73 at the beginning (R ) -4) and gradually decrease to approximately half of the original value (0.31) at TS (R ) 0). At the TS, there is an extra oxygen-oxygen interaction, bond 5 (I AB ) 0.09), which contributes slightly to maintain the total bond order. On the other hand, the hydrogen-hydrogen interaction, bond 6, is negligible.
The bonds correlation profile in Figure 6 shares common features to the H 2 + D 2 and TiCl 2 H + + D 2 cases but more resemble the latter. For the H 2 O exchange reaction, the important bond-bond interactions are 3-center bond exchange, γ(1,3), γ (2, 4) , γ (1, 4) , γ (2, 3) , and parallel bond formation, γ(3,4), γ (1, 2) . Note that the 3-center bond exchange coefficients are different between γ HOD and γ OHO (γ ODO ), even though the bonds involved are equivalent. These values are rather neutral even at the TS, with a slightly positive γ HOD coefficient (0.06) and a slightly negative γ OHO coefficient (-0.10). This suggests that we consider the bond exchange to take place at the hydrogen center. Two OH bonds sharing an O center do not possess bond interchanging nature. This independent bond exchange behavior is similar to the TiCl 2 H + + D 2 case.
As in the two other examples for the exchange of two bonds, the parallel bond formations [γ(3,4) and γ(1,2) ] accelerate each other. The effect starts only at the nascent phase of forming a bond and nearly vanishes at the TS.
e. NH 2 CHO + H 2 O f HOCHO + NH 3 . Finally, we consider the hydrolysis of formamide in Figure 7 as another example of a multibond exchange process. The reaction was considered as a prototype for the hydrolysis of a peptide bond, with an activation free energy of 55 kcal/mol estimated by ab initio calculations. 21 Recently, a more plausible base-catalyzed mechanism was studied by high-level ab initio calculations. 22 Here we reexamine the former process with the CACB formalism.
We optimized the TS structure at the RHF/6-31G** level. The structure is essentially the same as previously reported by Gordon and co-workers. 21 We also confirmed the stability of the singlet RHF wave function at TS. Figure 7 shows the energy and bond exchange profiles along the IRC. The profile looks like the one for concerted and asynchronous bond exchange processes. 23 Here concerted means that the reactant and the product are connected by a single TS. A stepwise mechanism should include two or more TSs. In this mechanism we have two breaking bonds, C-N (1) and O-H (2), and two newly forming bonds, C-O (3) and N-H (4). The profile suggests that three of these bonds (2, 3, and 4) interchange at the first phase of the reaction. The C-N bond (1) has partial double bond nature as manifest from the bond order exceeding one for a polar bond (I AB ) 1.14 at R ) -10) and dissociates rather gradually all the way to the product. After passing the TS the total bond order increases as a new C-O bond (3) gradually develops. Thus, the breaking of C-N bond is rather independent from the formation of other new bonds (vide infra). This is characteristic of reactions in which donor/ acceptor type bonds are involved.
The bonds correlation analysis in Figure 7b and 7c confirms the above bond exchange picture, providing additional insight into the interchanging process. Figure 7b 2) ]. In this example, 3-centered bond exchanges are rather independent as was observed for the water dimer case in Figure 6 . The only negative coupling is observed for γ (2, 4) . Thus, the bond exchange is effectively H-centered (γ OHN ) with two bonds intersecting just before the TS [γ(2,4) ) -0.07 at R ) -0.5]. The coefficients, γ(2,3), γ (1, 4) , and γ(1,3) take values of neutral to slightly positive, suggesting that the formation of C-O bond and breaking of the C-N bond are rather independent process to other bonds. Thus, we may write the snapshot at TS as
As discussed above such a bond exchange scheme is preferred for a DA bond (in this case the lone pair of the oxygen with the carbonyl carbon, which can accept an extra bond without losing much bonding in other pairs).
The parallel bond-bond acceleration observed here is similar to that found for the water dimer case. The magnitude is smaller than in any other examples, reflecting the independence of bonds in this process. Figure 7c shows the bonds correlation between the O-N cross bond (5) with other substantial bonds (the bond exchange coefficients are enlarged to more clearly show these effects). The behavior of each bond-bond interaction is similar to other cases studied above. The coefficients γ(3,5) and γ (1, 5) are smaller than γ(4,5) and γ (2, 5) , again demonstrating the irrelevance of the bonds 1 and 3 in the exchange.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the use of a Hermitian charge operator, such as the NAO charge operator, is crucial to obtain physically meaningful values for the CACB properties. The Mulliken type charge operator results in non-Hermitian CACB operators that can give negative atomic valences or correlation coefficients out of boundary (-1 to 1) .
The use of the CACB formalism allows new insights into bond exchange processes in chemical reactions. Interchanging bonds have negative coupling in the bonds correlation, reflecting that the one bond is newly forming while the other is breaking. Bond-bond correlation coefficients of this kind have been computed for several prototype reactions, giving neutral to slightly negative values. Such opposite coupling in bond exchange is not significant for allowed reactions of covalent and polar covalent bonds. Thus, the CACB picture of bond exchange is that interchanging bonds are rather independent of each other. Strong bond-bond interactions are observed only at the nascent phase of bond formation and dissociation, not a particularly important region energetically.
To facilitate the use of the CACB analyses for studies by the chemical community, we have made the CACB program available on the Internet. 24 We ask only that users to provide feedback (successes and failures) to improve the program.
